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Abstract

This is a report on the ninth edition of the Conference and Labs of the Evaluation Forum (CLEF 2018), held in early September 2018, in Avignon, France. CLEF was a four day event combining a Conference and an Evaluation Forum. The Conference featured keynotes by Nicholas Belkin, Julio Gonzalo, and Gabriella Pasi, and presentation of 29 peer reviewed research papers covering a wide range of topics in addition to many posters. The Evaluation Forum consisted to ten Labs: CENTRE, CheckThat, DynSe, eRisk, eHealth, ImageCLEF, LifeCLEF, Cultural Microblog Contextualization, PAN, and PIR-CLEF, addressing a wide range of tasks, media, languages, and ways to go beyond standard test collections.
1 Introduction

The 2018 edition of the Conference and Labs of the Evaluation Forum\(^1\) (CLEF) was jointly organized by Avignon, Marseille, and Toulon Universities and was hosted by the University of Avignon from the 10th to 14th September 2018.

CLEF was established almost 20 years ago with a specific focus on stimulating research and innovation in multimodal and multilingual information access and retrieval. Over the years CLEF has fostered the creation of language resources in many European and non-European languages, promoted the growth of a vibrant and multidisciplinary research community, provided sizable improvements in the performance of monolingual, bilingual, and multilingual information access systems \([5]\), and achieved a substantial scholarly impact \([16, 17]\).

In its first 10 years, CLEF hosted a series of experimental labs that reported their results at an annual workshop held in conjunction with the European Conference on Digital Libraries (ECDL). In 2010, now a mature and well-respected evaluation forum, CLEF expanded to include a complementary peer-reviewed conference for discussion of advancing evaluation methodologies and reporting the evaluation of information access and retrieval systems regardless of data type, format, language, etc. Moreover, the scope of the evaluation labs was broadened, to comprise not only multilinguality but also multimodality in information access. Multimodality here is intended not only as the ability to deal with information coming in multiple media but also in different modalities, e.g. the Web, social media, news streams, specific domains and so on.

Since 2010 the CLEF conference has established a format with keynotes, contributed papers, lab sessions, and poster sessions, including reports from other benchmarking initiatives from around the world. Since 2013, CLEF has been supported by an association, a lightweight not-for-profit legal entity, which thanks to the financial support of the CLEF community, takes care of the small central coordination needed to operate CLEF on an ongoing basis and makes it a self-sustaining activity \([3]\).

CLEF 2018 was the 9th year of the CLEF Conference and the 19th year of the CLEF initiative as a forum for Information Retrieval (IR) Evaluation. CLEF 2018 was attended by 175 participants out of which 97 (55%) were students, denoting a young and vibrant community, from different academic institutions and industrial organizations. Although the majority (68%) of the participants came from different European countries and Russia, there was also considerable interest in CLEF worldwide, with 6% participants from the Americas, 11% from Asia and Australia, and 5% from Africa while 10% did not specify their country. Thanks to SIGIR and ARIA sponsoring, under the coordination of the sponsor chair Malek Hajjem (University of Tunis El Manar), 23 overseas students got a grant that covered conference fees, accommodation and meals for 5 days.

2 The CLEF Conference

CLEF 2018 continued the focus of the CLEF conference on “experimental IR” as carried out at evaluation forums (CLEF Labs, TREC, NTCIR, FIRE, MediaEval, RomIP, TAC, ...) with special attention to the challenges of multimodality, multilinguality, and interactive search. We

\(^1\)http://clef2018.clef-initiative.eu/
invited submissions on significant new insights demonstrated on the resulting IR test collections, on analysis of IR test collections and evaluation measures, as well as on concrete proposals to push the boundaries of the Cranfield/TREC/CLEF paradigm [1].

**Keynotes and Other Evaluation Initiatives** Three eminent scholars in the field delivered keynote speeches, addressing different areas of evaluation and information retrieval. *Gabriella Pasi* (University of Milano-Bicocca, Italia) talked about evaluation of (personalized) search engines and recommender systems. *Nicholas Belkin* (Rutgers University, NJ, USA) talked about evaluation of personalization of information interaction in an era of information ubiquity. Finally, *Julio Gonzalo* (UNED, Spain) discussed about bias in system evaluation. Talks were streamed live and recorded on CanalU².

CLEF 2018 also includes presentations on other evaluation initiatives. *Noriko Kando* from the National Institute of Informatics (Japan) presented NTCIR³ (NII Testsbeds and Community for Information access Research), which promotes research in information access technologies with a special focus on East Asian languages and English.

**Technical Program** CLEF 2018 received a total of 39 submissions, of which a total of 13 papers (9 long, 4 short) were accepted. Each submission was reviewed by three program committee members, and the program chairs oversaw the reviewing and follow-up discussions. Thirteen different countries are represented in the accepted papers. Many contributions this year tackle the medical e-health multimedia retrieval challenges in different ways: from medical image analysis to query suggestion. However, there are many other topics of research in the accepted papers such as document clustering, social biases in IR, social book search, personality profiling, to cite a few. Like in previous editions since 2015, CLEF 2018 continued inviting CLEF lab organizers to nominate a “best of the labs” paper that was reviewed as a full paper submission to the CLEF 2018 conference according to the same review criteria and PC. Among the 9 invited papers, 6 were accepted as long and 3 as short. Finally 8 posters have also been accepted, although they are not included in the LNCS volume, posters give the opportunity to their authors to discuss their research during the conference and are accessible through the web pages of the conference.

**Master Classes** Master classes were organized on Friday by the ARIA just after CLEF closure. They were opened to CLEF participants and ARIA members. Julio Gonzalo gave a lecture about *the art of evaluation* and Nicholas Belkin about *Personalization of Information Interaction*. Lectures were followed by practical experiments on microblog data from CLEF 2018 Labs under the supervision of the chairs Philippe Mulhem (LIG - Grenoble) and Vincent Labatut (LIA - Avignon).

**Social Program** Avignon is famous for its medieval architecture and its international theatre festival. The social program of CLEF 2018 set up a Science & Music festival in medieval downtown at Théâtre des Halles⁴ and surrounding gardens from Tuesday to Thursday. Music is a very

---

²https://www.canal-u.tv/
³http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/
⁴http://www.theatredeshalles.com/
popular hobby among members of the scientific community. Evenings have been a mix of music and participatory science around PlantNet. Tuesday was specially devoted to welcoming students at CLEF, with a theater workshop and a student concert. On Wednesday the focus was on IR scientific societies around the world mixing all CLEF languages in one evening, starting with a tango workshop followed by musical improvisations around new labs joining CLEF for 2019. Finally, science outreach activities were carried out on Thursday, where local musicians and students looking for a good time, were invited to come and meet the participants of the CLEF conference. Dinner tickets for two places close to the theater were offered to all participants. Times and places were randomly distributed to encourage unexpected encounters and discussions.

3 The CLEF Lab Sessions

Ten laboratories and two workshops were selected and ran during CLEF 2018. To identify the best proposals, well established criteria from previous editions of CLEF were applied like, for example, topical relevance, novelty, potential impact on future world affairs, likely number of participants, and the quality of the organizing consortium. This year we further stressed the connection to real-life usage scenarios and we tried to avoid as much as possible overlaps among labs in order to promote synergies and integration.

The Labs at CLEF 2018, building on previous experience, demonstrate the maturity of the CLEF evaluation environment via the incorporation of new tasks, new and larger data sets, new ways of evaluation or more languages. Details of the individual Labs are described by the Lab organizers in the CLEF Working Notes [2]. We only provide a brief overview of them here.

CENTRE@CLEF 2018 - CLEF/NTCIR/TREC Reproducibility5 aims to run a joint CLEF/NTCIR/TREC task on challenging participants: 1) to reproduce best results of best/most interesting systems in previous editions of CLEF/NTCIR/TREC by using standard open source IR systems; 2) to contribute back to the community the additional components and resources developed to reproduce the results in order to improve existing open source systems [4].

CheckThat!6 aims to foster the development of technology capable of both spotting and verifying check-worthy claims in political debates in English and Arabic [12].

Dynamic Search for Complex Tasks7 The lab strives to answer one key question: how can we evaluate, and consequently build, dynamic search algorithms? The 2018 Lab focuses on the development of an evaluation framework, where participants submit “querying agents” that generate queries to be submitted to a static retrieval system. Effective “querying agents” can then simulate users towards developing dynamic search systems [10].

CLEFeHealth8 targets scenarios which aim to ease patients’ and nurses’ understanding and access of eHealth information. The goals of the lab are to develop processing methods and resources in a multilingual setting to enrich difficult-to-understand eHealth texts, and provide valuable documentation. The tasks are: multilingual Information extraction; technologically assisted reviews

---

5 http://www.centre-eval.org/clef2018/
6 http://alt.qcri.org/clef2018-factcheck/
7 https://ekanou.github.io/dynamicsearch/
8 https://sites.google.com/view/clef-ehealth-2018/
in empirical medicine; and, patient-centred information retrieval [15].

**ImageCLEF** organizes three main tasks and a pilot task: (i) a caption prediction task that aims at predicting the caption of a figure from the biomedical literature based only on the figure image; (ii) a tuberculosis task that aims at detecting the tuberculosis type, severity and drug resistance from CT (Computed Tomography) volumes of the lung; (iii) a lifelog task (videos, images and other sources) about daily activities understanding and moment retrieval, and (iv) a pilot task on visual question answering where systems are asked to answer medical questions [7].

**LifeCLEF** aims at boosting research on the identification of living organisms and on the production of biodiversity data in general. Through its biodiversity informatics related challenges, LifeCLEF is intended to push the boundaries of the state of the art in several research directions at the frontier of multimedia information retrieval, machine learning and knowledge engineering [8].

**MC2** mainly focuses on developing processing methods and resources to mine the social media (SM) sphere surrounding cultural events such as festivals, music, books, movies and museums. Following previous editions (CMC 2016 and MC2 2017), the 2018 edition focused on argumentative mining and multilingual cross SM search [6].

**PAN** is a networking initiative for the digital text forensics, where researchers and practitioners study technologies that analyze texts with regard to originality, authorship, and trustworthiness. PAN offers three tasks at CLEF 2018 with new evaluation resources consisting of large-scale corpora, performance measures, and web services that allow for meaningful evaluations. The main goal is to provide for sustainable and reproducible evaluations, to get a clear view of the capabilities of state-of-the-art-algorithms. The tasks are: author identification; author profiling; and, author obfuscation [14].

**Early risk prediction on the Internet (eRisk)** explores issues of evaluation methodology, effectiveness metrics and other processes related to early risk detection. Early detection technologies can be employed in different areas, particularly those related to health and safety. For instance, early alerts could be sent when a predator starts interacting with a child for sexual purposes, or when a potential offender starts publishing antisocial threats on a blog, forum or social network. Our main goal is to pioneer a new interdisciplinary research area that would be potentially applicable to a wide variety of situations and to many different personal profiles. eRisk 2018 had two campaign-style tasks: early detection of signs of depression and early detection of signs of anorexia [11].

**Personalised Information Retrieval at CLEF (PIR-CLEF)** provides a framework for the evaluation of Personalised Information Retrieval (PIR). Current approaches to the evaluation of PIR are user-centric, mostly based on user studies, i.e., they rely on experiments that involve real users in a supervised environment. PIR-CLEF aims to develop and demonstrate a methodology for the evaluation of personalised search that enables repeatable experiments. The main aim is

---

9http://www.imageclef.org/2018  
10http://www.lifeclef.org/  
11https://mc2.talne.eu/  
12http://pan.webis.de/  
13http://early.irlab.org/  
14http://www.ir.disco.unimib.it/pir-clef2018/
to enable research groups working on PIR to both experiment with and provide feedback on the 
proposed PIR evaluation methodology [13].

More information on the CLEF 2018 conference, the CLEF initiative and the CLEF Association 
is provided on the Web:

- CLEF initiative: http://www.clef-initiative.eu/
- CLEF Association: http://www.clef-initiative.eu/association

4 CLEF 2019 and Beyond

CLEF 2019 will be hosted by the University of Lugano, Switzerland, 9-12 September 2019, and it 
will mark the 20th anniversary of CLEF.

The call for papers for the CLEF 2019 Conference\(^{15}\) has been released and the expected 
deadlines are:

- Submission of abstracts / intentions: 3 May 2019
- Submission of Long and Short Papers: 10 May 2019
- Notification of Acceptance: 7 June 2019
- Camera Ready Copy due: 21 June 2019

As far as labs are concerned, CLEF 2019 will run nine evaluation activities: eight will be a 
continuation of the labs running during CLEF 2018 and one will be a new pilot lab. For the 
first time, we introduced a mentorship program to support the preparation of lab proposals for 
newcomers to CLEF.

The continued activities are:

- CENTRE@CLEF 2019 - CLEF/NTCIR/TREC REproducibility\(^{16}\): the goal of 
  CENTRE@CLEF 2018 is to run a joint CLEF/NTCIR/TREC task challenging participants: 1) to reproduce best results of best/most interesting systems in previous editions of 
  CLEF/NTCIR/TREC by using standard open source IR systems; 2) to contribute back to 
  the community the additional components and resources developed to reproduce the results 
  in order to improve existing open source systems; 3) to explore the generalizability of exper-
 imental findings. Task 1 - Replicability: the task will focus on the replicability of selected 
  methods on the same experimental collections. Task 2 - Reproducibility: the task will focus 
  on the reproducibility of selected methods on different experimental collections. Task 3 - 
  Generalizability: the task will focus on collection performance prediction and the goal is to 
  rank (sub-)collections on the basis of the expected performance over them.

\(^{16}\)http://www.centre-eval.org/clef2019/
• **CheckThat! – Automatic Identification and Verification of Political Claims**¹⁷: aims to foster the development of technology capable of spotting check-worthy claims in English political debates in addition to providing evidence-supported verification of both Arabic and English claims. **Task 1 - Check-Worthiness**: given a political debate, which is segmented into sentences with speakers annotated, identify which statements (claims) should be prioritized for fact-checking. This will be a ranking problem, and systems will be asked to produce a score, according to which the ranking will be performed. **Task 2 - Evidence and factuality**: given a sentence-long check-worthy claim and a set of retrieved Web pages that are potentially related to the claim, the goal is for the system to identify which of the Web pages can be useful in assisting a human in fact-checking the claim. Moreover, the system is required to estimate the veracity of the claim based on the given pages.”

• **CLEF eHealth**¹⁸: aims to support the development of techniques to aid laypeople, clinicians and policy-makers in easily retrieving and making sense of medical content to support their decision making. **Task 1 - Multilingual Information Extraction**: the task will explore the automatic assignment of ICD-10 codes to German health-related documents, non-technical summaries (NTSs) of animal experiments. Participants will be challenged with the semantic indexing of NTSs using codes from the German version of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10). **Task 2 - Technology Assisted Reviews in Empirical Medicine**: participants will be challenged to retrieve medical studies relevant to conducting a systematic review on a given topic. This can be seen as a total recall problem and is addressed by both query generation and document ranking. **Task 3 - Consumer Health Search**: Participants must retrieve web pages that fulfil a given patient’s personalised information need. This needs to fulfil the following criteria: information reliability, quality, and suitability. Spoken queries and automatic speech-to-text transcripts are also provided.

• **eRisk – Early risk prediction on the Internet**¹⁹: explores the evaluation methodology, effectiveness metrics and practical applications (particularly those related to health and safety) of early risk detection on the Internet. **Task 1 - early detection of signs of anorexia**: the challenge consists in performing a task on early risk detection of anorexia. The challenge consists of sequentially processing pieces of evidence and detect early traces of anorexia as soon as possible. **Task 2 - self-harm**: the task focuses on self-harm data and it has a similar format as T1 (but we will provide no training data). **Task 3 - depression level estimation**: this is a ranking task designed to estimate the level of depression from a thread of user submissions. For each user, the participants will be given a history of postings and the participants will have to rank users by decreasing level of estimated depression (the gold standard will be based on depression questionnaires associated to the users).

• **ImageCLEF – Multimedia Retrieval in CLEF**²⁰: following the ImageCLEF 2003-2018 editions, the ImageCLEF 2019 lab provides an evaluation forum for visual media analysis, indexing, classification/learning, and retrieval in medical, nature, security and lifelogging

---

¹⁷http://alt.qcri.org/clef2019-checkthat/
¹⁸https://sites.google.com/site/clefehealth2019/
¹⁹http://early.irlab.org/
²⁰https://www.imageclef.org/2019/
applications. **Task 1 - ImageCLEF Lifelog**: the task addresses the problems of lifelogging data retrieval and summarization from real-world multi-modal data. **Task 2 - ImageCLEF Security**: the task addresses the problems of automatically identifying forged content and retrieve hidden information from images. **Task 3 - ImageCLEF Medical**: the task combines several medical image analysis scenarios, e.g., automatically predicting tuberculosis type from 3D chest CT scans and mapping of visual information to textual descriptions, with the objective to foster collaborations. **Task 4 - ImageCLEF Coral Reef**: The task addresses the problem of automatically segmenting and labeling a collection of images that can be used in combination to create 3D models of an underwater environment for the monitoring of coral reefs.

- **LifeCLEF – Biodiversity identification and prediction**\(^{21}\): aims at boosting research on the identification and prediction of living organisms in order to solve the taxonomic gap and improve our knowledge of biodiversity. **PlantCLEF** aims at evaluating image-based plant identification on 10K species. **BirdCLEF** aims at evaluating bird species detection in audio soundscapes. **GeoLifeCLEF** aims at evaluating location-based prediction of species based on environmental and occurrence data.

- **PAN Lab on Digital Text Forensics and Stylometry**\(^{22}\): is a series of scientific events and shared tasks on digital text forensics and stylometry. **Task 1 - Bots and Gender Profiling**: detect if a social media account is operated by a human or a bot. If it is indeed a human, determine the authors’ gender. **Task 2 - Celebrity Profiling**: determine the personal demographics of a public figure via style analysis of its social media account. **Task 3 - Cross-domain Authorship Attribution**: attribute the author of a text between different domains and within open-set authorship conditions. **Task 4 - Style Change Detection**: detect if a document was written by a single author, or by multiple ones.

- **PIR-CLEF – Evaluation of Personalised Information Retrieval**\(^{23}\): the core objective of PIR-CLEF 2019 is to develop laboratory-based evaluation methods to enable comparative evaluation of personalization in web search and medical search. **Task 1 – Web Search**: the Web Search task aims to explore personalization in web search sessions based on user profiles and activity with the current and previous search sessions by this user. Task participants will be provided with user profile data and logs of search activity with the objective of improve search effectiveness over that achieved in the logged search sessions. A particular focus in PIR-CLEF 2019 will be on the exploration on methods and metrics for comparative of search sessions. **Task 2 – Medical Search**: Medical search is one of the most common interests of users of search engines. User queries for medical information are often highly ambiguous. The Medical Search task will focus on adaptation and personalization of medical search sessions carried out by volunteer searchers based on defined diverse search scenarios and logged search behaviour. Task participants will be provided with user profiles, queries and search session logs. Similar to the Web Search task, the Medical task will also explore the methods and metrics for comparative evaluation of search sessions.

\(^{21}\)http://lifeclef.org/
\(^{22}\)http://pan.webis.de/
\(^{23}\)http://www.ir.disco.unimib.it/pir-clef2019/
The new pilot lab is:

- **ProtestNews – Extracting Protests from News**\(^2^4\): aims to test and improve state-of-the-art generalizable machine learning and natural language processing methods for text classification and information extraction on English news from multiple countries such as India and China for creating comparative databases of contentious politics events (riots, social movements), i.e. the repertoire of contention that can enable large scale comparative social and political science studies. *Task 1 - News article classification as protest vs. non-protest*: given a random news article, to what extent can we predict whether it is reporting a contentious politics event that was happened or is happening? *Task 2 - Event sentence detection*: given a news article that is classified as positive in Task 1, to what extent can we identify the sentence(s) that contain the event information? *Task 3 - Event extraction*: given the event sentence that is identified in Task 2, to what extent can we extract key event information such as place, time, participants, etc.? *Task 4 - Violent protest detection*: given a news article that is classified as positive in Task 1, to what extent can we determine whether it is a violent event? ”

The registration to the labs is open\(^2^5\) and the overall schedule for the CLEF 2019 evaluation cycle is:

- Registration opens: 5 November 2018
- Registration closes: 26 April 2019
- End Evaluation Cycle: 10 May 2019
- Submission of Participant Papers: 24 May 2019

More information about CLEF 2019 is available at:

http://clef2019.clef-initiative.eu/

CLEF 2020 will be hosted by the Centre for Research and Technology Hellas (CERTH) and its Information Technologies Institute (ITI), Greece, in early September 2020.

CLEF 2021 will be hosted by University Politehnica of Bucharest, Romania, in early September 2021.

Finally, bids for hosting CLEF 2022 are now open and will close around May 2019. Proposals can be sent to the CLEF Steering Committee Chair at chair@clef-initiative.eu.

\(^2^4\)https://emw.ku.edu.tr/clef-protestnews-2019/
\(^2^5\)http://clef2019-labs-registration.dei.unipd.it/
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